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Walther 1911 GOLD CUP .22 Long Barrel

£ 548

Description
WALTHER 1911 GOLD CUP .22 LONG BARREL PISTOL BRAND NEW TO THE UK Models Starting at £548 IN
STOCK Walther 1911 Gold Cup Long Barrelled Pistol The Colt Gold Cup is the competition configuration of the
legendary Colt 1911 handgun. It includes a beavertail grip safety, target sights, skeleton trigger and other
competition enhancements. The Colt 1911 A1 Gold Cup Semi-Automatic Pistol in .22 L.R. is manufactured
exclusively by Walther under license from Colt. It is the only genuine Colt tactical rimfire replica available in the
world. The long barrel pistol (LBP) variant is an adaptation of this hugely successful weapon system but
produced in a .22 LR platform. This is a customised 1911 Gold Cup .22 LR with 300mm shrouded barrel and the
grip extension to increase the overall length to over 600m to meet UK legal requirements. The pistol comes with
one 12 round magazine (18+1 Extension kits available) and a hard plastic travel case. All new parts including
grip extension and shrouds come in anodised black finish. These amazing pistols will shoot standard high
velocity and subsonic ammunition by most manufacturers. Please email us any requirements or finishes that you
require and we will be happy to assist. This version of the 1911 comes as standard with optional barrel shroud.
STANDARD MODEL £548 plus shroud @ £50 = TOTAL £598 See individual models for Red-Dot slide and
drilled barrel options Drilled ( suppressed ) barrel version £688 plus shroud @ £50 = TOTAL £738 Available
additional Extras from the Accessories page -Shield Site SMS - £220 -Vortex Venom - £240 -Spare 12 round
magazine - £32 -Magazine extension kit - £22 -Red-Dot sight plate upgrade - £50 -Smooth ended barrel nut £30 (for non-shroud use if preferred) -Hoppner & Schummann Speedsec 5 Holster -£99 -Hoppner & Schumann
Speedmag 5 - £25

Calibre: .22

Certificate: Firearm - Section 1

Your reference: w1911

Gun Status: Activated

Make: Walther

Model: 1911 GOLD CUP

Condition: Brand New

Sale type: Trade

